
WIDER 
COMMUNITY 

 WEEKEND

21-23 Feb 2020

FRI 21 FEB
16:00 Friday Campers and B&B Arrivals 

Guests may park in the car park in front of the main house. 

18:30 Dinner @ The Dining Room £15
 

19:30 A Slave to Fish 
Aggie Forster (weekend convenor) will read a short novella 
to anyone prepared so sit and listen.

21:00 A wider invitation – just a chat in the inner hall, or your 
poem or party piece.

SAT 22 FEB
10:00 ‘Restorative Horticulture’

A holistic approach that considers the personal benefits, 
both mental and physical, of reconnecting with the 
environment. This presentation by Penny Austin considers 
garden design and how gardening with respect for the 
greater environment can help restore a balance between 
modern lifestyles and nature.

11:30 Who, Why, What?
A technique for navigating a post truth landscape – 
convened by Aggie Forster and Colum Hayward.
 

14:00 Music & Stories
Michael Loader (of Somerset Storyfest) and  Martin 
Solomon (a wonderful musician with Jewish heritage)- will 
play music and tell stories from the Middle East. The stories 
will be a mixture of traditional stories and personal stories 
that Michael has gathered from his travels in Palestine.

16:30 Political Dichotomies and the Axiom of Choice.
Matt Quartermain will discuss how the same dichotomy 
between the parties which accept and do not accept the 
Axiom of Choice  is mirrored on the social/political / 
religious stage by the dichotomies between 
authoritarianism and liberalism...

20:00 Harvey Greenfield is Running Late. £5
A groundbreaking one-man piece of comedic theatre!

SUN 23 FEB

9:30 Kids go Wild
A free creative journey with stops for sustenance and 
exploration on the way! Led by Forest School leader 
Charlotte Allchin, who will be sharing natural materials 
along the way and introducing different skills that can be 
used to create a keep-sake of the morning. This will be an 
opportunity to explore the 55 acres of beautiful woods and 
meadows at Braziers Park. 

9:30 Bushcraft - Session for Grown-Ups. 
Learn how to build a shelter, light a fire from scratch, and 
fashion a pot hanger for hanging your cooking or water pot 
over the fire. You’ll learn the principles of keeping warm and 
dry in the woods and just how much hard work, but fun, it 
can be! Facilitated by Alex DeWitt

14:00 Macramé Pot Hanger Workshop – Led by Aggie Forster
Do you remember back in the last century when these 
were all the rage? Well they're making a come back. Lead 
the trend with your own knotty little project. £3 material 
change for non-resident participants

15:00 Closing Circle

21:30 Film - The Manchurian Candidate (1962)

9:30 - 11:00
+

11:30 - 13:00

Simple Printing Techniques
Two linked workshops offering an opportunity to explore 
some printing techniques to create your own artworks and 
designs. £3 material charge for non-resident participants.


